Civil society-based collective decision making under test
1 Summary of the research plan
This project explores civil-society based decision making (CSBD), an upstream proposal regarding the digitalization of politics that eases direct-democratic decision-making through allowing to store trust in political actors
who provide decision proposals and serve as representation if no direct decision is made.
By doing so, it contributes to a larger question emerged in the intersection of research in institutions and
social structure: (1) Are actors able to exert responsibility in a world of overlapping loyalities, weak ties, and
multiple identities with CSBD? We furthermore ask (2) how it will be used, (3) how it will perform in relation to
established criteria, and (4) what avenues of further development may be advisable.
The research plan revolves around the idea of implementing CSBD empirically and consists of three parts:
(1) the development of an device-independent application including backend that provides a minimum viable
prototype of a CSBD system [1-5], (2) the dissemination and invitation to participate in using this prototype,
and (3) the core research to answer the four questions above with the collection, analysis, interpretation and
communication of data from user interaction and from qualitative and quantitative interviews.

2 Research plan
2.1

Relevance with regard to the issues addressed in the call

The digitalization of economic and social life and individualization processes independent from technological
development have continued and accentuated a change in trust relations from group to general network structures. Groups still do play a role, but no longer in the form of large social segments which comprise their
members with their complete identity (predominantly defined as occupation-based classes), but in the form of
overlapping group relations of which any individual builds a unique set of relations.
The project hence gives an upstream answer, contributing to further development, to the question “How
is digitalisation transforming politics?” addressed in the call that is based on a thorough sociological theory of
social development. While many current scholars have a rather negative view on the effect of digital media on
political processes [6-10], the ability of digital technologies to offer flexible trust storage can lead to a renewed
form of democratic decision-making that combines stability and popular responsibility. Current participation
models are often shaped by the paradox that more tools create less participation due to inefficiencies in how
participation is used.[11] Since the principle of CSBD allows to cope more efficiently with available perceptions
and interactions of voters and sets incentives for offline interaction, it may overcome these paradoxes.
Based on a long history of representative and direct democracy in a continuously evolved interplay, Swiss
political institutions are well equipped to handle problems of individualization and new inequalities without
using digital technologies. But even here, including civil society into a framework of improved responsibility
and creativity may improve specific processes, for example in the formulation of counter proposals to initiatives
or in the integration of non-citizens into Swiss institutions, the former by allow a discussion over more options
and the latter by extending participation beyond national identity and allowing individuals from weak and nondemocracies to experience the process of democratic decision-making directly.
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State of research and need for research

2.2.1

State of research

For some time, politics seemed to be destined to become democratic politics: Churchill’s dictum of democracy
as the “worst form of government, except all others” [12, abridged] made its career in the 1940s when people
realized that democracy did not only apply to culturally defined special cases as the U.S., Britain, or Switzerland but to every advanced economy. The empirical link between growth and democracy [13] led to a belief in
ubiquitous democratization [14] that finally turned out to be false. Today, even established (not to mention
new) democracies are threatened by weakened parties, polarization, and populism [e.g. 15, 16], with a debated
exceptionality for Switzerland [17].
Without neglecting the importance of other, notably media-related, mechanisms, the project follows an
argumentation that links this development to one technology-driven specific feature of contemporary democracy: its partitioning nature. Both representative and direct democracy in most cases demand to mark one box,
hence dividing voters into mutually exclusive subsets. Without partitioning, paper-and-pencil-ballots lead into
cognitive problems [18] and the usage of inadequate cues as name orders [19-22].
A division into mutually exclusive groups does however no longer map the social structure of individualized
societies. The whole project departs from a thesis envisaged and described by social scientists from Georg
Simmel over Ulrich Beck to Robert Putnam [23-25]: Trust relations change from Bourdieuvian group affiliations
[26] to Granovetterian individualized general network structures [27]. In this situation, the ingenuity of representative democracy has to be reconsidered and eventually refined, and digital technologies are no longer
only a threat to established institutions [6] but able to offer an improvement.
Between 1848 and 1949, Western societies solved the gap between the integration and participation demands of modern societies and the cognitive limitations of their members by storing trust in political actors and
embed them into a system of responsible counting. People limit the information they receive and process [28,
29], and need trust relations and civic associations as resources for participation. [30] But regardless whether
in the majoritarian form of trusting responsible territorial politicians, or in the proportional form of trusting responsible parties as collective actors, these institutions demand the ‘partitioning’ logic that individuals are willing to affiliate and identify themselves with one group and feel represented in practical decisions through their
representing politicians [1]. Even direct democracy, in limiting the number of available options, follows – for
reasons of cognitive limitations – such a partitioning logic. And the same is true for most processes of intraorganizational participation that is, in most cases, channeled through delegates representing partitioning
groups. But if stable group affiliations vanish while participation demands are on the rise, such a system loses
its capacity for solving social problems.
In that situation, digital technologies offer the chance to store trust in political actors and embed them into
a system of responsible counting, without the need to partition decisions into “direct democratic” and “representative” and to partition individual voters into partitioning groups. CSBD, in earlier paper referred to as network-based collective decision making, consists of a digitalized mechanism that uses civil society associations,
trust networks and non-partitioning trust storage to allow for efficient collective decision-making, reconciling
participation, demands, and resource limitations.
The current project is based on previous research that has laid out the general principles of CSBD [1-4,
see also 31] and its embedding into European and world society development in general. [32] The argument
underlying CSBD, with steps 1 and 2 supported by literature [13, 33-36], goes as described in table 1:
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Table 1: The argumentation underlying CSBD: A chain of nine theses, grouped in three sections
(1)
The complexity of modern societies
demands the integration of citizens
through collective decisions.
(4)
Its overlooked
It does so by storing trust in political
structural precondition actors who solve the cognitive load
problem and embedding them into a
system of counting and responsibility.
(7)
Current problem
The structural condition (5) dissolves in
and solution
the West due to transnational decision
demands and individualization, and it
has never been present outside of the
West.
The ingenuity of
representative
democracy

(2)
Grass roots democracy is not feasible
due to cognitive overload.
(5)
This solution demands the collective to
be structured into partitioning groups.

(8)
Trusted political actors who are
prepared to solve the cognitive overload
problem are still existing, but not
embedded into a system of counting and
responsibility.

(3)
Representative democracy solves
the problem by identification of
individuals within partitioning groups.
(6)
The structural condition (5) had been
prepared in European societies by
Western Christianity.
(9)
Digital technologies allow to store trust
in political actors and embed them into a
system of counting and responsibility,
without partitioning decisions into “direct
democratic” and “representative” and
individual voters into partitioning groups.

The model of CSBD is composed of a trust part and a decision part (see Figure 2 below). In the trust part,
individual voters deposit trust in so-called open actors (OAs), i.e. political actors like parties, individual politicians, lobby organizations, NGOs or other civil society actors. In the decision part, options for pending decisions are ranked by OAs, and individual voters receive an indirect evaluation of all decision options through
their trusted actors, without the need of any cognitive investment. In case of non-action, (non-) voters are
represented by OAs. If they however deem cognitive investment worthwhile, they find a preemptive ranking of
options that serve as the base of a direct decision. As poll candidates can be seen as an election-specific form
of option, this process can be effectively adapted for elections as well. Details are described in the research
plan proposed below. This model is applicable in many decision contexts, including domains with lower stakes
compared to the national level, e.g. for decisions within parties or communities, or for representing individuals
and civil society in consultative contexts.
The idea to apply digitalization to politics is not new. Some aspects of CSBD are already used in liquid (or
delegative) democracy [37, 38], the recent system democracy.os [39, 40], and a number of recent initiatives
mainly in Europe and Latin America [41, 42]. Information scientists are actively researching the field of democratic decision-making, too, but with a bias on existing forms of digital participation [43-50] or elections where
everyone has a preformed opinion, with a special focus on their manipulation [51-57]. Their attention was
particularly focused, in the past, to deliberative processes that do not allow for scaling [44, 45] or permanently
on security problems [a small selection from a much larger literature contains 58, 59-71].
These approaches however, although being partly in positive exchange with civil society organizations,
underestimate the importance of the responsibility of political actors. Even more comprehensive overviews
[72, 73], even if they address political actors [74] and the necessity of civic associations to provide resources
for participation [30, 75] or the ingenuity and shortcomings of representative democracy [42], do never address
specialized political actors as recipients of counted trust.
While the traditional partitioning political actors (parties and politicians) have lost trust, civil society organizations as non-partitioning political actors exist and receive trust [76]. But in the mentioned digital participation
literature [37-71], the option of delegating power to groups is rarely mentioned and never given full consideration; the roles of voters and open actors not always clearly distinguished; the necessities that different actors
are trusted and that voters form their own decision based on (a weighted average of) these actors’ positions
is inexistent. In addition, none of these initiatives addresses the fact that in their new role civil society organizations will have to embrace voter responsibility similarly to the change undertaken by parties when converting
from 19th century social movements to responsible party organizations [77] of the industrial society.
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Need for research

Although CSBD is already well described in its main features [1-4] and despite a number of empirical results
that support the viability of the embedding model of social development [32], practical experiences with CSBD
and empirical results on its application are so far inexistent. Open questions remain on how actors react and
adapt to CSBD, how it will be used, whether it will allow for improvements in political processes, and what
avenues of further development for CSBD beyond the current description may be advisable.
(1) How do actors react to CSBD? We do not know how actors – civil society actors, other political actors
including those who bear current responsibility, and individual voters – will react to such a system. Making
collective decisions based on digital trust storage in civil society actors is a systemic solution that requires all
actors to change. The possibility to make many more decisions “in principle” (i.e. in the case when everyone
wants to form and express an opinion) through direct democracy requires more responsibility and maturity
from voters. This represents an issue for actors bearing current responsibility and even, despite demands for
more participation, for some voters.
The challenge is even greater for civil society organizations. Although CSBD brings an increase in power
and more chances to influence collective decisions, there is a price to be paid. Civil society organizations have
adapted to operate as lobby organizations exerting a soft power that is, often enough, successful [78, 79], and
at the same time without burdens of responsibility and hence able to use for example anger mobilization [80],
radical ideologies [81], or militancy [82] as a means for resource mobilization. Participation in CSBD would
hence require adaption cost that have to be balanced by advantages.
On the other hand, CSBD is expected to bring advantages for actors using it, partly overlapping with
overall criteria as discussed below. For universes representatives and voters, increased influence and appreciation of voters may be interesting as well as in-depth discussions of complex issues, consensus orientation,
incentives to the visibility of internal actors, impartiality and online transparency, or the independence from the
European tradition of partitioned loyalities [4]. For open actors as politicians and civil society organizations, a
formal influence and transparent success measures have advantages, as well. Although the extent to which
these expectations will be fulfilled is studied in this project for the first time (see below), it can be expected
from the innovative, risk-accepting aspect of civil society that some actors will wage the experiment and use
CSBD. And inclusion in formally institutionalized and responsible positions is already a ‘normal’ positive end
of a movement career as described in the literature [83]. We hypothesize that, other things equal, actors with
more resources, smaller actors, actors that are younger of have a younger leadership, and those under higher
competitive pressures will be more likely to adopt and continually use CSBD.
(2) How is CSBD used? The pure description of how CSBD will be used is an important foundation both
for evaluation and further development: How many actors do average voters include into their trust portfolio?
To what extent do they differentiate in the amount of trust? How diverse are the actors individual voters trust?
How many decisions are made using CSBD? To how many decisions do open actors respond? How many
times will it happen that individual voters do not get an indirect evaluation as none of their trusted actors
responds to a specific decision? What do voters do in such cases? For how many decisions do individual
voters use their power to exert an own influence? To what extent do they deviate from their trusted actors’
positions? How is their participation affected by time, by their individual characteristics as resources or age,
by the position of their trusted actors or by the frequency of decisions made? As these questions involve the
input of actor-related information, it will be asked by joining CSBD; afterwards these questions can be answered with data generated in the process of using CSBD.
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(3) Does CSBD perform better? Assuming that CSBD will be used, how can its influence be assessed?
The literature on criteria applied to projects of digital participation [84, 85] describes three layers of evaluation,
a socio-technical perspective with social acceptability (e.g. trust and security), usefulness (e.g. accessibility,
responsiveness), and usability (e.g. navigation, flexibility), a project-related perspective with a number of criteria including, a.o., audience width, emergence of better-informed opinions, scope of deliberation, cost and
time effectiveness, process quality, or gender aspects, and a democratic perspective with, a.o., engagement
and inclusion, transparency of process, conflict and consensus, equity, and the fit with the legal framework
and offline participation. Added to these overall criteria is the extent to which the expected advantages for
actors discussed above are fulfilled [4]. Some of these criteria can be measured with process-generated data
(i.e. hazard rates from sending out invitations over first participation to continuous participation), others are
formed as subjective evaluations of participants on different levels and will have to be surveyed accordingly.
(4) What avenues of further development for CSBD are advised? As described so far, the specific
understanding of CSBD is to a large extent bound to its systemic features. For a working interactive project,
the development will however not stagnate at this stage. To determine next improvements, user feedback will
be retrieved. Three strands of further development are, however, already pre-planned, involving some experimentation with different possible app layouts:
More math: Not all aspects of the CSBD model are yet formally described, and the applicant needs the
short input of a mathematician (or physicist) to ensure the mathematical validity of the formal descriptions.
Including arguments: The core Wedecide model does only exchange rankings, but arguments for or
against decision options are an important part of the political process in achieving good results, institutional
input legitimation, and normative integration of the participating collective. [35] It is hence advisable to provide
the option to add arguments to rankings. They offer cognitive hooks on which an evaluation of available options
can be based. [86] The specific form of this inclusion has to be subject of further theoretical consideration and
some degree of practical experimentation. Both aspects shall be pursued within the project.
Coping with large-n option display: One of the features of CSBD is that it is able to cope with a large
number of options for upcoming decisions, as their ranking through trusted political actors reduces the individual voters’ cognitive effort in making their own decisions. Insofar as the highest-ranked options of a voter’s
trusted actors are those that are not at the same time occupying top positions in the overall public, it may be
that such individual voters waste their cognitive effort in evaluating options that will most probably not become
realized. Some options are possible to tackle this problem, and they shall be studied in more detail and implemented on an experimental basis within the project.
Figure 1: Time table of the CSBD project. The boxes in the figure enclose work packages that will be delivered in agreement
with the timeline indicated.
Task 1 – App development
Development

Troubleshooting / improvements / upscaling

Task 2 – Participation & dissemination
A

B

C

A Establishment partnerships B project website design C Call for participation

Task 3 – Data collection and analysis
Process data

preparation

data collection

data analysis

result comm.

Qualitative interviews
Quantitative surveys

Sept. 2018
Start

March 2019

Sept. 2019

18 month
End
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Detailed research plan (including timetable and objectives)

2.3.1

Time table

As depicted in Figure 1, the research plan consists of three parts: the development of an application including
backend that provides a minimum viable prototype of a CSBD system [1-5], the dissemination and invitation
to participate in using this prototype, and the core research consisting of collection, analysis, interpretation and
communication of data that are partly generated within the process of user interaction with the app and partly
through qualitative interviews and quantitative surveys conducted with them.

2.3.2

App development

The application contains a back end that stores weight distributions and computes results, and user front ends.
To ensure a good accessibility and prevent acceptance problems stemming form inadequate user interfaces,
the app development will be supported by an experienced designer. The three groups of actors who work with
CSBD are universe level actors, open actors and individual voters. The term ‘universe’ is used for groups of
actors which aim to make decisions decisions using CSBD, e.g. party organizations or the non-ciziten inhabitants of a community. For groups of individual members who agree on option evaluations and aim to exert
influence by inviting and using trust, the term ‘open actor’ (OA) is used. More details are provided in [5].
Figure 2: The flow model of CSBD. Voters (1) are members of universes (collectives). The ideal way to collective decisions
is direct democracy (2), but to prevent cognitive overload and instability, voters (3) found open actors,
they (4) trust these open actors, these (5) evaluate options, the multiplication (6) produces an indirect evaluation
that (7) serves as proposal, easing direct evaluation and (8) serving as default unless (2) a direct evaluation is entered.
(9) Though the counting process, counted evaluations lead to decisions.

1
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4

7
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Process
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A Collective

2.3.2.1

Continous Relations

Option Related Evaluation

Decision-independent trust delegation

Establishing universes: Universes are established by a responsible individual. A universe is established by
entering general information about it, stating acceptance of general CSBD demands for universes, stating that
in case of existing organizations as universes the actor is entitled to act on behalf of the organization, and
entering individual members.
Managing universes: Eligible universe members are included by entering their user data, either individually or via uploading spreadsheet with information on multiple members. (At a later stage, inviting unknown
universe member candidates defined through passports or other legal documents as well as offline access will
be included.) Individual member data contain names and email addresses. Members receive an invitation to
participate. Since establishing participation will be the first interaction of individual members with the CSBD
system and open actors will have to be established by individual members, universe administrators are strongly
advised to enter members in two or more waves, starting with only a small fraction of those members who will
enter existing open actors they represent, in order to allow the members of subsequent waves already to enter
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trust for open actors they know at first contact with the system. All actions made by the universe administrator
are recorded, and the universe administrator is always able to receive a complete protocol of all actions done.
Each universe maintains a minimum level of compromise demand that can be changed at any time and sets
the binding minimum for all decision questions started in its validity period. Its result is described below.
Individual management of member data: Accounts for individual members are created with entering
member data on the group level, but on clicking the link sent to them members have to set a password and
state individual acceptance of general NBCDM demands for groups.
Entering open actors: Open actors are established on three ways. (1) Preexisting open actors addressed
by the universe manager get the link described above, click it, accept using the predetermined name, and
enter an open actor description. (2) Becoming an individual open actor is an option in the member menu.
(3) Establishing user-defined open actors requires two steps: A starting member uses the option of sending a
cofounding request to at least two and potentially a large number of other members identified through their
email addresses. The cofounding request assumes that among the cofounders title, description and internal
rules are already set. Title, description, and either a document describing internal decision making rules or the
link to a preexisting, legally defined real-world organization and the acceptance of any legally binding decision
made by this organization are entered and stated, plus a number of invited OA members that have to agree
on participating in the way described to enact the open actor. Once the threshold number is reached, the open
actor is set to working. The open actor is managed by an OA administrator.
Individuals entering trust: Universe members can enter their trust in open actors. They either search or
explore OAs active within their decision universe. Search searches OA titles and descriptions for strings entered. Explore presents, in the MVP, all OAs acting in the universe(s) of which an individual is a member, in
sequence based on an algorithm that uses support size and activity and, once first OAs are entered as trusted,
trusted OAs of others with overlapping trusted OAs.
Entering trusting in a first OA places a sum of one fully on that OA. Entering trust on a second OA splits
this sum of one into two halfs, to a third into three thirds. Instead of treating all trusted OAs equally, the individual voter can differentiate them, e.g. by assigning numerical values, or by using slide controls. Trust designation leads to a trust distribution with 100% apportioned to trusted OAs as in Figure 3, pane (A).
Open actors entering trust: Apart from ranking decision options, OA can enter trust in other OAs. InterOA trust allows to have an indirect position with regards to questions that fall into an OA’s profile but are to
unimportant for own decision-making, and they serve as signal for individual voters who search for other trustworthy OAs. The process is the same as for individual voters entering trust.
2.3.2.2

Making decisions

Entering decision questions: Questions to be decided are entered by the universe administrator. He or she
may be bound by rules that for example make the decision agenda subject of a preceding decision process,
but entering the decision question and its description is universe administrator task. Decision types distinguish
between decisions over options and such over human candidates, between selecting one or selecting multiple
options, and for decisions with one outcome between options that are form different categories and those that
are defined by positions on one or more dimensions (e.g. tax rates, or budget distributions). In the start version,
decisions with multiple and multidimensionally ranked issue outcomes are not implemented, leaving four types
of decision outcomes: one person, multiple persons, one nominal option, and one position on a dimension. In
case of dimension-bound decisions, the universe administrator enters a measure for the dimension and its
minimal increment, states the acceptance of the fact that all preference differences on the dimension are
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treated by the CSBD mechanism as being either linear or loglinear in the dimension entered, and the decision
between these two types.
By default, entering decision question information for issue decisions includes entering a first option that
will become selected if no other options are presented, but the universe administrator can deviate in both
directions, either specifying “do nothing” as default or present two or more options from the outset.
Figure 3: Some simplified example screenshots. From left to right, examples for (a) a trust distribution, (b) a dichtomous
decision before and (c) after the vote, (d) an election, (e) a multitomous issue decision. The text chosen for these diagrams
is English for representative purposes, but realized versions will be multilingual.

Entering options: Universe administrators and open actors may enter alternative options. For issue options, option information contains title, description, and optional supporting documents (e.g. as PDF files).
Uploading an option logo is strongly encouraged. For candidates, the starting version assumes universe membership, so that for every possible candidate an individual membership account with names already exists.
Additional candidate profiles include a photo, a claim and again optional supporting documents.
Entering open actor decisions: Actor decision-making consists in ranking options. For the case of dimensionally embedded options, open actors choose one optimal position on the dimension, and the ranking
of other options can be derived from this optimum position. In all other cases, open actors rank options, creating a transitive rank order in which every pair of options is always characterized through equality or inequality,
and all relations comply with transitivity rules. As long as actors do nothing, rankings are translated into a
standard vote weight distribution following a default algorithm [5] which the actor has the opportunity to change.
Actor vote weight distributions in the case of more than two options are bound by the level of compromise
demand set. The level of compromise demand is a number between, but not including, zero and one. For each
number of available options, it creates a weight distribution that serves as the lower bound for the inequality
of support among options. The reason is that actors tend to focus on their first best solution and, in order to
make sure that it survives longest in the backward elimination process described below, are tempted to weight
down compromise options to keep all support for option #1. But with such a strategy, they are lowering the
information that comes from comparing second-best solutions after option #1 may be eliminated. It is hence
demanded that the sum of deviations of cumulative support from the cumulative lower bound distribution [5] is
positive. Levels of compromise demand close to one demand a Borda count [87, 88], levels between 0.8 and
0.5 (the latter requiring that support at each step is half the support of the preceding step) are advised.
Responding to specific decisions: Individual voters receive indirect vote weight distributions that split
their individual vote weight of one according to the vote weights of their trusted actors, weighted by the relative
trust weight they have received, and normed up to one in the case of trusted open actors who prefer to state
no option ranking with regards to a decision. The app communicates this indirect evaluation as in Figure 3,
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panes (B) through (E). Voters are able to adapt the implied ranking through an visual drag-and-drop procedure
that preserves the weights of all absolutely unaffected and the weight relations of all relatively unaffected
options and uses equal relative spacing for calculating the new positions of a shifted options in relation to the
adversely affected options. [5] The voter can change vote weight distributions to any precision wanted by
entering numbers that are normalized afterwards, as above. The level of compromise demand condition applies, more radical weight distributions entered are not accepted by the CSBD system.
The timeline of decision making: For each decision question, the universe administrator defines the
following dates: the overall start date d1 for entering options, the start date d2 for entering OA rankings, the
start date d3 for adapting individual rankings, the end date d4 for entering options, the end date d5 for entering
OA rankings, and the end date d6 for adapting individual rankings.
Retrieving decisions: After d6, the final distribution is drawn and the decision calculated by adding up
individual vote weight distributions over all voters. If the number of available options exceeds the number of
winning options by more than one, backward elimination is conducted: The option least supported over all
individual voters is deleted and for all voters who supported that option, all support values are scaled up in
order to restore the sum of one over all individual support. With this changed support distribution, the next
least supported option for elimination is determined and upscaling repeated until only the winning option remains. A detailed protocol of the elimination process is produced. The same is true for the optional additional
preliminary result calculations mentioned above.
The universe administrator may define additional dates prior to d6 when preliminary results are calculated.
2.3.2.3

Preparing process-generated data retrieval

Users of the prototype have to state that for the purpose of researching and improving the method their data
are stored and analyzed, and to enter some personal characteristics. The backend of the app monitors their
behavior along the lines of the four research questions described under 2.2.2, mainly questions (1) and (2).

2.3.3

Addressing use cases

The CSBD model described above can be applied rather generally for decision making processes in any collectives that are large enough to have an intermediate level of internal actors serving the civil society functions
of visibility, evaluation, and responsibility. The lower bound hence equals the number of people which are still
able to have complete pairwise relations, the so-called ‘Dunbar number’ of 150 [89]. A systematic upper bound
does not exist.
In a previous study we studied hypothetically 16 examples for possible use cases [4] and analyzed them
with regards to twelve criteria as consensus orientation, influence and appreciation of voters, discourse quality
(in-depth discussions of complex issues), strengthening of connections and groups, incentives to visibility of
internal actors, impartial counting, transparency of decision-making process, or the independence from European tradition, and found that only two factors explained more than 50 percent of the variance in the data. The
first factor distinguishes case with a focus on better representation from such that demand direct democracy,
while the second factor is a cultural one, distinguishing Western intranational and non-Western and large-scale
application cases with the respective criteria that are important for each. This analysis shows at the same time
that case size is related to both criteria, hence out-of-Western direct-democratic cases are out of reach. By
dichotomizing factor values we obtain a 2x2 matrix with three remaining attainable corners. In each of these
three cells we identified one coherent and attainable subfield:
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Representation and consultative decisions of non-citizens in communities (e.g. cities)

●
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●

Involving civil society actors through media
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We conduct an open Call for applications to attract more application cases in these three channels, more
precisely among city party organizations, media organizations, and city administrations and within-city civil
society actor networks. Using CSBD will be free in the evaluation stage, providing an incentive to use it initially.
In later practical implementation, the benefits of applying CSBD will finance it and hence its usage will have to
be priced. For the communication with possible application cases, a person with some expertise with civil
society organizations will be employed and, for the core dissemination phase from Nov 2018 to Feb 2019
supported by three student internships, each for one of the intended application subfields.

2.3.4

Data retrieval and analysis

Data will be generated by retrieving process-generated data from the launch of the beta-version in early 2019
onwards. We will conduct a small 3x4 series of qualitative, semi-structured interviews [90, 91], and later a large
web survey with users on all three levels according to the timeline reported in Figure 1. The data will be analyzed with regards to the research questions outlined above.

2.4

Innovation potential and subsequent research prospects

CSBD is a central node in a chain of argumentations. After completing the current project, other fields of
application cases will be researched, and the four research questions of the current project will be applied to
these other fields. Are there actors who will use CSBD to form coalitions of civil society organizations and
develop reform proposals in societies that demand reforms but are locked in institutional stagnation? Are there
civil society actors willing to evaluate strategies and practices of public enterprises to apply CSBD as steering
mechanism for these? How will CSBD used in such new application cases? How does it perform in such
cases? Do such new cases demand additional special features?
With such applications, CSBD connects research areas which have made considerable progress in recent
years but have so far not been connected in that way. One case are the literatures on social movements and
voluntary associations that contain most current insights on civil society actors. Receiving an institutionalized
role is already conceived as a successful form of ending a movement career [80], and CSBD offers a new path
which requires to be empirically put to the test. At the same time, it has to be asked what additional institutional
requirements may be needed around CSBD’s digital core, e.g. to prevent corruption among open actors.
CSBD has an effect upwards the causal chain – due to the inexistence of adequate data, the underlying
arguments presented in Table 1 are probably not able to be substantiated by statistical proof, but they can
however enrich current debates on polarization, the erosion of democratic institutions, European identity, and
even inter-religious dialogue.
But the highest innovation potential lies in fields of possible large scale applications. Given the validity of
CSBD’s underlying argumentation, it is not only a possible but a necessary institutional way to sustain democratization outside the European context. The same is true for citizen-based institutions for the transnational
realm [92], both on regional (e.g. European) and on global level, answering to humanity’s large scale challenges as climate change.
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